Dupitas, Sagaydoro crowned Mr. and Ms. CSU 2014

Mark John Dupitas, a BS Biology student of Carig Campus, and April Joy Sagaydoro, a BSHIM student of Andrews Campus, brought pride to their respective campuses as they were hailed Mr. and Ms. CSU 2014.

Dupitas wowed the crowd with his answer “Every LGBT has to be given equal vocal rights and opportunities to awaken the minds of the others, to believe and to show them that we could all be equal in the society,” when asked about how he has shown his support to the gender and development advocacy of the government.

Meanwhile, Sagaydoro emphasized the importance of putting God first in all our doings for the attainment of peace at home or in the community in general.

Dupitas bagged major awards namely: Best in Swimsuit and Mr. Friendship, while Sagaydoro tagged as Best in Terno.

Jasmine Taguba of Carig and Vanessa Onate of Aparri were adjudged Ms. CSU 1st and 2nd runners up, while Rinco Cedrix Jeremias Carig of Andrews and Mark Anthony Soledad of Sanchez Mira were this year’s Mr. CSU 1st and 2nd runners up respectively.

Daniels Christraael of Aparri Campus and Marjorie Bata of Piat Campus, camera’s best friends, bagged the Mr. and Ms. Photogenic awards.
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Sanchez Mira Falcons stop Aparri Hawks

Defense shone for the defensive-minded Sanchez Mira Falcons as they trounced the Aparri Hawks, 55-44 in game 3 of the Basketball Women’s Division.

The Falcons relied on their defense in four full quarters to upset the Hawks and to prepare themselves for an anticipated tough fight against the Andrews Owls.

Cheryl Saco of Sanchez Mira led her team in the first quarter with 6 markers to help the Falcons earn a 5-point lead.

The Hawks regrouped in the 2nd quarter chopping the lead down to two to stay in the game, 24-22.

The Cherry Mae Barientes-Katharine Eberes tandem speeded up the tempo of the game in the 3rd quarter to seize control of the game and slowly but surely pulled away, ending the game 51-44.

Meanwhile, Carlo Red Eagles hammered the visiting Lalor Orioles, 53-29 in the second game of a double-header yesterday afternoon.

Ethel Ayingayan helped the Red Eagles manhandle the Orioles delivering a team high 16 pts.

Herons pound Hawks, 2-0

Piat Herons overwhelmed the Aparri Hawks, 2-0, in a drizzling Game 5 of Sepak Takraw, Nov. 18.

Herons’ wallppers capitalized on Hawks service errors in defensive loopholes in the first set of Regu 1, with Mark Jason Molina’s uncontested cartwheels, 21-7.

Hawks’ kickers retaliated in the second set of Regu 1 with a mini rally of their own but the Herons tightened up their defense via blocking shots, 25-15.

Owls rip Falcons, 2-0

Andrews Owls imposed their will in women’s volleyball after demolishing the Sanchez Mira Falcons, 2-0, in Day 2 of the University Meet, Nov. 18.

Karylle Hazel De Leon connected four wallops in the early goings of the first set while Vicky Balunsat helped the Owls, contributing 3 spikes to capture the set, 25-18.

Falcons’ Clariz Sera made 3 kills in the second set to turn the game on their favor, 18-1 but the Owls managed to pull through, scoring off Sanchez Mira’s defensive lapses late in the game, 25-23.

Piat Herons scrape past Aparri Hawks

Piat Herons escaped the Aparri Hawks in a grueling volleyball match Women’s Division, 2-1, Nov. 18.

Piat volleyballers recovered from a 2nd set loss, 25-29, to take away a hard-fought match against the Hawks who came just a point short in the deciding set.

It was a roller-coaster battle between the two teams as every set’s regulation was extended to at least 2 match points.

In the end, the Piat Spikers broke free, 30-28, 26-29, 30-29.
Mr. and Ms. CSU 2014 Reveal Secret to Success

Profile: Lawrence Lee and Jane Hsu

Lawrence Lee and Jane Hsu have been working hard in the past year to prepare for their upcoming year as Mr. and Ms. CSU. Their journey has been filled with challenges and moments of growth.

The couple, known for their dedication and hard work, attribute their success to the support and encouragement they received from their peers and the CSU community. Lawrence, a seasoned runner, has been training for the upcoming cross-country season, which he hopes will help him excel in his role as Mr. CSU.

Jane, on the other hand, has been focusing on her academic pursuits, aiming to maintain a high GPA and participate in various extracurricular activities to showcase her leadership skills.

The couple’s secret to success lies in their ability to balance their personal and academic lives, seeking guidance and advice from mentors and leaders within the university.

Lawrence and Jane believe that their success is not only a personal accomplishment but also an opportunity to inspire and lead their peers. They are looking forward to their year as Mr. and Ms. CSU, ready to make a positive impact on the university community.